UGOLINI and Umar Fasih Trading
display GS series 1000 KG
Ugolini Srl was founded in 1970 by
Umberto Ugolini. Today, Ugolini products can be divided into four categories: dyeing machines, laboratory
apparatus, stainless steel accessories
for dyeing processes, machines for
drying, for hydro-extraction (centrifugal
machines) and for dyeing automation.
At Textile Asia 2017 Lahore, Ugolini
Srl along with Umar Fasih Trading
Company displayed GS Series machine for
1000 kg capacity.
The machine is designed for dyeing
operations under HT/HP, up to 140oC and

up to 6 bar for bulk production. The customer can dye yarn in packages, tops, ribbons, zippers, fabric in beams and loose
fibres. The company offers different
models suitable to dye from 50 gms to 1
ton in single kier to multi kier. Each kier is
equipped with complete carriers for bobbins or tops or baskets for fibres or beams
for fabric or zippers or ribbons, with suitable spindles or beams, rapid locks and
plates. This machine works in the air-pad
system or fully flooded the system with
static pump and expansion tank. The two
systems working together are also available. The various parts of the machine in

contact with the dye liquor are in stainless
steel AISI 316 L and the entire machine is
built in compliance with CE standards of
quality and safety, certified by an independent agency.

Son-tech® UFHT Towel dyeing
machine by Umar Fasih Trading
Son-tech was founded in 1997 and is
located in Huabao South Road, Foshan
National High Technology Development
District, Foshan, Guangdong, China.

important for us. Our R&D department is
constantly working on new products suitable for Pakistani market.

United Towel, Karachi has recently
installed two sets of UFHT Towel dyeing
machines of 1600 Kgs.
M. Yahya M. Yousuf Bari Mills have
also installed two sets of 1200 Kgs
and1600 Kgs UFHT machines respectively. Fatima Weaving has installed six
towel dyeing machines.

Mr. John Wu, Sales Director, Son-tech
Precision Machinery Co., Ltd. present at
Textile Asia Exhibition in Lahore said that
Pakistani home textile market is very

Our UFHT is new towel dyeing
machine which combines years of successful research and development. The
liquor ratio can reach 1:4.5 when fully
loaded, which helps further reduce
energy consumption and process time
and also ensures perfect dyeing quality.
The innovative design of the fabric chamber makes 400-kg capacity per chamber
possible with best production results.

Tti consumer testing services
textiles and restricted substances
Tti testing laboratories have been providing testing
services to the industry since 1995. Tti testing laboratories
are ISO 17025 accredited labs with the largest scope of
accreditation in Pakistan. They deliver services by welltrained technicians with complete accuracy at market competitive prices. They have the most modern testing facility
in Pakistan and state-of-the-art equipment from leading
international brands. 
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